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Step 1: Add water to vase.
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Step 2: Place silicone grommet in vase

Note: Water level should be 3/4 inch above the bottom of downstem. See Step 4 below.

silicone grommet

Prepare and fill vase.

crystal vase



2 Note: Silicone grommet should be fully seated in the bottom of center section.

Step 3: Place steel center section onto vase.

Step 4: Insert downstem into 
steel center section as shown.
Glass downstem should extend
into the water 3/4 inch (20mm).

steel center
section

glass downstem

Prepare steel center section.



Note: Adjust the silicone bowl grommet as necessary for a tight seal.

Prepare and fill bowl.
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Step 5: Insert silicone grommet 
into the bottom of the bowl then 
place onto the top of the downstem 
as shown in the illustration.

Step 6: Place tobacco into bowl. 
Fill bowl carefully until tobacco
is about an 1/8 inch space below
the rim of the bowl. This space is 
necessary for proper use.

Step 7: Once bowl is filled, wipe
away any excess liquid from the
rim of the bowl. This will aid in
keeping the bowl clean and 
preventing the liquid from burning. 



Important: Heat coals until entire coal is heated and red hot as in photo.

Prepare coals and heat management.
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Step 8: Heat coals making sure the entire 
coal is red hot as shown in the photo. 
Depending on the coal size, use either 2 
or 3 coals. If the smoke becomes too 
strong with 3 coals, only use 2 coals.

Step 9: Place heating plate of Windguard
on top of bowl as shown in the photo. For
best use make sure no tobacco is touching
the bottom of the plate. This will prevent
the burning of the tobacco onto the plate.

Step 10: Place windguard cover onto
plate as shown. Caution: after placement
do not touch metal as it can cause burns.
Always use Windguard tool once heated.



Important: After usage, allow hookah to cool before handling.

Startup and usage.
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Step 11: Place hose into side hole as shown
in photo. Gently draw air through the hookah.
This will start the process of heating the tobacco
and developing the smoke as the tobacco heats.
Smoke should be fully developed in 4 - 8 minutes.

Step 12: Once smoke develops fully, the
coals should last between 35 and 50 minutes
depending on coal size and the room environment.
Caution with high heat of Windguard and bowl
use tool provide with hookah to manipulate the
heated parts.

Step 13: Should the hookah sit and the smoke
become stale, the smoke can be purged by
blowing into the hose, thus forcing the smoke
out of the hookah.


